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ABSTRACT
We show non-essentiality of using a correlation between an image
and a depth map for depth-image-based rendering (DIBR), when
we use an accurate depth map. For coding of DIBR, an edge preserving filter, which jointly use the image and the depth map, as a
post filter is a suitable approach. The joint filter not only removes
coding distortion, but also improves accuracy of the coded depth
map itself. Considering the development 3D technology, the accuracy of the input depth map will be improved. If we use an
accurate depth map, e.g. the ground truth, the accuracy improvement of the joint filter becomes little. To reveal the fact, we use
various codecs (JPEG, JPEG2000, and H.264/AVC) and use two
state-of-the-arts filters, which are the post filter set as the non-joint
filter, and the weighed mode filter as the joint filter. Experimental
results show that the post filters do not require the joint image, and
self-sustained types of the non-joint filter have better performance.
Index Terms — Depth Map Coding, Post Filtering, Depth
Image Based Rendering, Free Viewpoint Image Synthesis
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, free viewpoint image rendering [1] attracts attention,
and depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) is a solution for realizing a 3DV system. DIBR requires multi-view images and their
depth maps. These amounts of data are huge, thus an effective
coding is necessary. However, coding distortions are considerable
when these data are compressed at a low bit rate. The distortions
(e.g., block noises, missing edge alignment, and ringing noises)
deteriorate the quality of the view synthesis. For this reason, we
should remove the distortions from the coded depth maps.
A solution of DIBR coding is using a usual codec and applying a post (or in-loop) filter after the coding process. We can use
two types of post filters; one is usual (or non-joint) filters [2, 3, 4],
and the other is joint filters [5, 6, 7]. The former is only filtering
depth maps, and the latter is jointly filtering depth maps with RGB
images. The non-joint filter can reduce coding distortions well,
but the filter cannot correct miss-alignment of edges. On the contrary, the joint filters can solve the missing alignment in the depth
map by referring to an RGB image. If the image and depth map
have a little miss-alignment, the joint filter improves depth map
accuracy itself. The joint filter, however, transfers the noises and
coding distortions in the reference image into the depth map [6],
thus the depth map tends to remain subtle noises. The upper side
of Fig. 1 shows the flows of the joint type of DIBR coding.
If we can use ground truth or accurate depth maps, we do not
need the ability of edge alignment. The case is realized by us-
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Figure 1. Overview of post filtering problem.

ing highly accurate stereo matching methods [8] or depth sensor
with depth map refinement filters [7, 9]. Note that the computational costs are high but developing of 3D technology of software/hardware will accelerate these processes. In this situation,
the non-joint filer has better performance, because the filter can
concentrate on removing the coding distortions and is irrelevance
from an RGB image distortions.
Therefore, we compare the non-joint filter with the joint filter
when we use ground truth depth maps. As a practical usage, accuracy of depth maps is middle in the experiments [3, 7, 10], so far.
Thus investigation of comparison of the non-joint filter and joint
filter is few under the condition of using accurate depth maps. The
main contribution of this paper is revealing the result that the nonjoint filter defeats the joint filter in contradiction to conventional
works in this condition.
Organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we summarize related works of post filters. In Sec. 3, we describe comparison methods. Experimental environments and results are shown
in Sec. 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sec. 5.
2. RELATED WORKS
There are several post filters for removing distortions of coded
depth maps. We review the non-joint and the joint filters in this
section.
As a typical example of the non-joint filter, the bilateral filter [2] can reduce noises, while the filter can keep object edges.
However, some weak edges in the filtered maps are blurred. The
depth boundary reconstruction filter [3] can remove mosquito noises
on object boundaries more robustly, while slight blurs are remained.
The post filter set [4] can remove various coding noises and can

recover blurs on the object boundaries. These non-joint filters cannot correct miss-alignment between depth edges and RGB image
edges.
The joint filter can not only reduce noise, but also recover the
miss-alignment. The joint bilateral filter [5] can correct the position of depth edges by referring to the information of edges in
the associated RGB image. But blurs around corrected edges are
essentially inevitable. The trilateral filter [6] can control the blurs
in some degree. The weighted mode filter [7], which uses localized histograms, has better edge-preserving and blur suppression
performance than the joint bilateral filter and the trilateral filter.
The noise reduction ability of the joint filters, however, is affected
from the noises and distortions of the reference RGB image. The
distortions in the RGB image are also convoluted into the depth
maps, and then some distortions remains.
3. POST FILTERS FOR COMPARISON
We explain the post filter set [4] and the weighted mode filter [7],
in Sec. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. These filters are the states-ofthe-arts for DIBR. Furthermore, some extensions of these filters
are shown in Sec. 3.3.
3.1. Post Filter Set
The post filter set [4] is a non-joint filter. The post filter set consists
of the median filter [11], the min-max blur remove filter and the
weighted range filter1 .
The processing chain is shown as follows. At first, the median filter removes spike noises, which is a part of mosquito noise
on object boundaries. Usually, the median filter does not cause
blurs around edges, but the filtering after transform-based coding
makes blurs around the edges, because there are intermediate values in the boundaries between the object and object. The next
filter, which is min-max blur remove filter, removes the blur on
the object boundaries. The filter is similar to the shock filter. It
makes steep edges to replace blurred pixels with min or max filtered value. The last filter is the weighted range filter for quantization recovering or super-quantization. The filter is a simplified
filter of the bilateral filter [2], which omits the domain kernel of
the bilateral filter and limits the range kernel of one to be binary
values. Instead of using the smooth curve of Gaussian kernels, the
type of the hard thresholding filter has one advantage. The filter
hardly makes blurs or dissolve sharp edges. Note that these three
filters have low calculation costs, thus the post filter set works in
real-time.
3.2. Weighted Mode Filter
The weighted mode filter [7] is an extension of the trilateral filter [6], and the trilateral filter is a variant of the bilateral filter.
The kernel of the trilateral filter is defined by the distance between
a center pixel and surrounding pixels, the nearness of depth values between the center pixel and the surrounding pixels, and the
nearness of intensities/color values of the associated RGB view.
The weighted mode filter adds frequency of weighed depth values,
whose weight is the trilateral filter’s kernel, into local histograms,
and then obtain the global mode value in the histogram. The filter can avoid blurs around object boundaries, because the filter
1 The paper [4] use the Gaussian filter in the processing chain, however,
we do not handle the Gaussian filter in this paper. Because the filter do not
affect the quality of synthetic image. This is because the quality of input
depth maps is high.

Figure 2. Flow of coding of depth image based rendering.

does not blend pixel values. The filter requires local histogram
construction, thus its computational cost is higher than that of the
trilateral filter.
3.3. Extensions
The weight computation of the weighted mode filter is easily extended to various types of the kernel weight. For example, when
we change the reference RGB image into the depth map itself, the
filter becomes non-joint type filter with good edge preserving ability. To compare joint filtering and non-joint filtering, we use the
two types of the weighted mode filter.
Moreover, we add the joint type of the weighted mode filter to
the chain of the post filter set to change the non-joint filter of the
post filter set for the joint filter. We use the (joint) weighted mode
filter after the min-max blur remove filter, because the combination has the best performance.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1. Experimental Environment
Figure 2 shows the flow of coding of DIBR in our experiment.
In the encoding/decoding process, we use three codecs, which are
JPEG, JPEG2000, and H.264/AVC intra coding (x264 high profile). We use the same codecs for image-and-depth pairs. In the
post filtering process, we use four post filters, which are the post
filter set (PFS), the post filter set including the weighted mode filter (PFS+WMF), the weighted mode filter (WMF), and the weighted
mode filter using the depth map as a reference image (WMFD). Then, we synthesize a view at the center viewpoint between
two reference views. In the view synthesis process, we use the
method [15] (The code can be downloading 2 ). For evaluation,
we compare the synthesized view with the captured RGB at the
center position by using Y channel of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR).
We use the Middlebury stereo datasets [12, 13]. These depth
maps have some holes and these a depth values are not defined.
Thus we fill the holes by the lowest (farthest) values around pixels
on the hole iteratively. In addition, we apply 3×3 max filter to
depth maps [14, 15]. This is an approximate version of the alphamatting-based view synthesis [16, 17].
4.2. Coding Results
Figures 3 (a)-(f) shows rate-distortion curves of the synthesized
views coded by the H.264/AVC with/without post filters in six data
sets. Table 1 contains other codecs results. With any post filtering,
the quality of the synthesized images are improved. The highest
performance filter is PFS or PFS+WMF. PFS achieves higher performance than the other state-of-the-arts. Also, the two filters have
2 http://fukushima.web.nitech.ac.jp/research/viewsynthesis/
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Figure 3. PSNR of synthesized views versus total bit-rate of left-right images and depth maps with six data sets. The bit-rate of the RGB-image is same
in the surrounded circles. Quality parameters of H.264/AVC are 20, 26, 32, and 41.

the results is similar to that of the H.264/AVC result at each data
set.
The reason for the results is that the experiments were conducted using depth maps which is estimated with high accuracy.
In the condition, the joint filter has little effect of improvement for
the miss-alignment of the depth maps. As a result, the synthesized
images can be improved sufficiently by using the non-joint filter
of low calculation cost, such as the post filter set.
5. CONCLUSION
(a) Post filter set

(b) Weighted mode filter

Figure 4. Visual comparison of the performance of the post filters. RGB
images and depth images in input is encoded in H.264/AVC.

almost the same performance. The fact intends that the joint filter of PSF has no effect. Figure 4 shows the synthesized views by
each post filter. In the visual comparison of the synthesized image,
PFS has less distortions (see straight lines) than WMF. Comparing
WMF with WMF-D, WMF-D has higher PSNR than the WMF in
Figs. 3 (a), (b). The fact also indicates that an RGB image is not
required.
Figures 3 (c), (f) show the synthesized images results in Cloth1
and Wood1 data sets. The results have small differences between
with and without post filters. In particular, the results of the synthesized images are almost the same in Cloth1. These results show
that the synthesized views cannot be improved by the post filters
for the type depth maps, which are simple or almost flat. Especially in the depth map of Cloth1, the difference between the foreground and background is small. These factors reduce the effect
of the depth maps distortions for the synthesized images. As a result, the quality of the synthesized images depends on that of the
RGB image.
Table 1 shows that the performance of the PFS is also higher
than the WMF in JPEG and JPEG2000. In addition, the trend of

In this paper, we show non-essentiality of using a correlation between an image and a depth map for the depth-image-based rendering. Especially we show the case of using highly accurate
depth maps. Comparing the post filter set as a non-joint filter
with the weighted mode filter as a joint filter of state-of-the-arts
for removing distortions of coded depth maps, the non-joint filter
of the post filter set is the best and the joint filter has little effect.
In addition, the tendency is almost the same in various data sets
and with various image codecs, which are JPEG, JPEG2000 and
H.264/AVC. The results show that we do not need joint RGB images for filtering when we use accurate depth maps.
As our future works, we use estimated depth maps which have
high accuracy to verify the result. In our experiment, our results
are limited, because we use only ground truth depth maps, which
are captured by a camera - projector system for active depth map
capturing. In addition, we make R-D optimizations for improving coding performance of actual codecs to reveal the optimal bit
allocation between images and depth maps.
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